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Using Fire to Improve Wildlife Habitat

D

uring his exploration of the
southern United States in
1777, naturalist William Bartram
described fields and forests greatly
influenced by fire:

Early explorers
observed open pine
savannas like this one
in the Sandhills of
North Carolina.
(T. Sharpe)

•

•

“This plain is mostly a forest of
the great long-leaved pine the
earth covered with grass,
interspersed with an infinite
variety of herbaceous plants,
and embellished with extensive
savannas, always green…”
“… riding through high open,
pine forests, green lawns and
flowery savannas in youthful
verdure and gaity, having been
lately burnt, but now overrun
with a green enamelled carpet …”

For thousands of years, much
of North Carolina burned every 1
to 10 years either at the hands of
humans or from lightning
ignitions. More than 10,000 years
ago, Native Americans began
burning southern forests and
grasslands to drive game, improve
grazing conditions for wildlife,
clear land for farming, and
improve their own safety from
concealed attackers and from
wildfires. European immigrants
readily adopted the Indians’
woodsburning practices to
improve range for cattle, reduce
the risk of wildfire, increase
visibility of snakes and large
predators, and improve access.
North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service

Importance of Fire to Wildlife
“One of the most harmful things
modern man has done to birds has
been his attempt to exclude fire from
fire-type pine forests. Within a few
years most forests choke up with
brush, lose their prairie-like
vegetation, and can no longer
support birds dependent on periodic
burning for their food supply and
proper cover.” (Herbert Stoddard,
1963)
Wildlife biologists such as
Herbert Stoddard recognized the
value of fire as a tool to conserve
habitat for many wildlife species
as early as the 1920s. Many of
North Carolina’s plants and
animals adjust well to fire because
much of the state’s lands burned
frequently for thousands of years.
Here are some specific examples
of fire’s value to wildlife:
•

Grasses, legumes, and other
herbaceous plants germinate
and flower following a fire
and produce fruits or seeds
beneficial to quail, turkeys,
and songbirds. This lush
growth provides cover for
small mammals and young
turkeys and quail.

Northern bobwhite
feed on the seeds and
fruits that herbaceous
plants produce
following a prescribed
fire. (N.C. Wildlife
Resources Commission file photo)
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thick grass ground cover found
only in frequently burned areas.
Many of the South’s increasingly
rare reptiles and amphibians, like
the gopher tortoise, pine snake,
and pine barrens treefrog, prefer
forests frequently burned by fire.
The long-term survival of these
animals is in question if the use
of prescribed fire does not persist.
Does Fire Kill Wildlife?

Prescribed fires
promote lush growth
of grasses and forbs
that provide cover for
small mammals and
young turkeys and
quail. (C. Moorman)

•

Fire burns away much of the
leaf litter on the forest floor
and exposes insects and seeds.
Many wildlife species move
into recently burned areas to
feed on these newly available
foods.
Many shrubs produce more
fruit 2 to 5 years after a fire
than they would if they had
been in an area that had not
been burned.
Young hardwoods that sprout
back after a fire have more
protein and phosphorus and
are more palatable to whitetailed deer and eastern
cottontails than their
unburned counterparts.
Low ground cover and
patches of shrubs are typical
of frequently burned areas.
This varied pattern of
vegetation provides protective
cover and abundant insects
for some songbirds and young
turkeys and quail.

•

•

•

Many of the plant and animal
species of greatest conservation
concern in the South are dependent upon or assisted by fire
(Table 1). Longleaf pine forests,
once occupying 92 million acres
in the South, now cover only 3
percent of their original range.
Birds such as Bachman’s sparrows
and brown-headed nuthatches
favor open pine stands with a
4

Not usually! Animals may be
temporarily displaced following a
prescribed burn, but most can
avoid direct harm from fire. Deer,
foxes, and bobcats run; birds and
bats fly; and mice, lizards, snakes,
and salamanders go underground
into burrows or under rocks and
fallen logs as a fire approaches.
Some animals, such as slowmoving turtles and snakes, can be
killed during a wildfire or
prescribed burn. However, many
turtles survive fires by burrowing
underground or using their shells
to protect themselves. Nestlings
or young birds are most
vulnerable to fires. However, the
overall benefit wildlife receive
from habitat diversity by burning

White-tailed deer
browse the nutritious
sprouts that grow
after a prescribed fire.
(Thomas G. Barnes,
University of
Kentucky)
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Table 1. Some Fire-assisted Plants and
Animals in North Carolina
Animals

Plants

Red-cockaded woodpecker
Bachman’s sparrow
Brown-headed nuthatch
Northern bobwhite
Henslow’s sparrow
Grasshopper sparrow
Prairie warbler
American kestrel
Loggerhead shrike
Golden-winged warbler
Pine barrens treefrog
Pine snake
Gopher frog
Fox squirrel

Longleaf pine
Table-mountain pine
Atlantic white-cedar
Wiregrass (Pineland’s threeawn)
Bog spicebush
Schweinitz’s sunflower
Michaux’s sumac
Venus’ flytrap
Sundew
Pitcher plant
Rough-leaved loosestrife
Smooth coneflower
Cooley’s meadowrue
Chaffseed

Other Benefits of Frequent Fire
•

•

Fox squirrels prefer
the pine savannas
maintained by
frequent summer
burns. (N.C. Wildlife
Resources
Commission file
photo)

•
•

far outweighs any wildlife loss.
Ironically, the absence of fire may
cause greater harm to wildlife.
Habitat changes resulting from
fire exclusion can result in low
reproduction and eventual
displacement of some wildlife.
Today, many wildlife species are
imperiled by habitat changes
resulting from too little burning.
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•

Frequent fires help reduce the
amount of leaf litter and
downed wood and brush on
the forest floor, which reduces
the risk of severe wildfire.
Burning reduces the thickness
of leaf litter, which allows the
germination and
establishment of desirable
plants, including longleaf
pine and many herbaceous
plants beneficial to wildlife.
Burned forests contain fewer
chiggers and ticks.
Burning releases nutrients
(nitrogen is a notable
exception) into the soil,
thereby increasing fertility.
Burning generally lowers soil
acidity, making nitrogenfixing legumes, such as

Pitcher plants require
frequent fire to
reduce competition
from other plants.
(N.C. Wildlife
Resources
Commission file
photo)

Small animals, like
this northern red
salamander, escape
from fires by hiding
under rocks and logs
or in underground
burrows. (Thomas G.
Barnes, University of
Kentucky)
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beggar-lice and butterfly pea,
more abundant. Legumes
produce seeds eaten by quail,
turkey, and songbirds, and
they are often browsed by
deer and rabbits.
Burning can control plants
that compete with more
desirable tree species.
Frequently burned forests
attain a park-like appearance,
with a high tree canopy and a
sun-dappled, lush ground
cover, which many people
find attractive.
Burned forests are more open
and easier to walk through
than unburned forests,
improving access for hunters,
birdwatchers, and hikers.

•

•

•

What’s the Problem?
Fire protection policies
implemented in the 1920s led to
the transformation of forest and
prairie landscapes. Southern firedependent plant communities,
like longleaf pine forests, oak
savannas, and piedmont prairies,
disappeared following the decline
of fire, thereby causing declines in
the number of animals that
depended on these habitats.
Although prescribed fire is recognized
as a necessary habitat management
tool for forest and wildlife
management, fire is used on only a
small fraction of private forestlands.
Because many of our native
wildlife species are best adapted
to habitats that experience
frequent fires, burning only once
in the life of a forest stand or
burning less frequently than
every 5 years does not maintain
quality wildlife habitat. Today,
prescribed burning on private
lands is hampered by:
•

Increasingly restrictive federal
air quality standards.
High equipment costs.
Liability risks.

•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

Fear of property damage
resulting from fire escape.
Multiple ownership or small
tract sizes.
Financial limitations.
Ignorance of prescribed fire’s
multiple values.
Urbanization.

Public attitudes about fire
have been greatly influenced by
decades of Smokey Bear’s effective
fire prevention messages that
emphasize the destructiveness of
wildfire. Although the antiwildfire message did not extend
to prescribed burning, many
people are unable to distinguish
between “good” and “bad” fire.
Television and newspaper
coverage has worsened the
problem by dwelling on the
sensational aspects of wildfire and
doing little to educate the public
on the benefits of prescribed
burning. New characters, such as
“Burnin’ Bob White” and “Drip
Torchin’ Tom Turkey,” are needed
to promote the benefits of
prescribed fire. These characters
could be used in public education
campaigns as a complement to
Smokey’s anti-wildfire message.

Herbicides increasingly are
used as a substitute for prescribed
burning because of concern for
property damage from fire.
Although herbicides help control
thick brush and undesirable
hardwood saplings, herbicides

“Burnin’ Bob White”
and “Drip-Torchin’
Tom Turkey” could be
used in public
education campaigns
to promote the
benefits of prescribed
burning for wildlife.
(L. Thomas)
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alone cannot provide many of the
wildlife benefits that result from
prescribed burning.
•

•

•

Herbicides do not remove leaf
litter, so they inhibit the
germination of desirable
grasses and forbs.
Herbicides do not release
nutrients into the soil as do
most fires.
Herbicides eliminate
desirable, as well as
undesirable, wildlife plants.

Prescribed burning in
an unthinned pine
stand will do little to
improve wildlife
habitat because of
the shading cast by
the dense overstory
and midstory canopy.
(R. Braham)

When to Burn
Burning of pine stands generally
is not begun until the dominant
trees are 15 to 20 feet tall or
greater than or equal to 4 inches
in diameter. However, longleaf
pine stands can be burned
anytime after establishment
except when the young trees are
between the grass stage and 8 feet
tall. Beneficial wildlife plants like
partridge pea, beggar-lice, and
warm-season native grasses
cannot grow unless sufficient

Longleaf seedlings in
the grass stage (left)
are adapted to
survive a fire;
however, the fastgrowing saplings less
than 8 feet tall (right)
are sometimes killed
by fire. (C. Moorman)

sunlight reaches the forest floor.
Therefore, prescribed burning
provides the greatest benefit to
wildlife when conducted in
open stands of timber or
grasslands. Conducting a
prescribed burn after a thinning
operation (see Thinning Pine
Stands, Woodland Owner Note13) increases the chance that the
fire will stimulate ground cover
development. Burning in a forest
crowded with overstory and
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midstory trees generally does not
improve wildlife habitat because
sunlight cannot reach the forest
floor where beneficial plants
grow.
In North Carolina, prescribed
burning most commonly is
conducted between January and
March, when
most trees are
less active
metabolically.
In many cases,
winter burns
are necessary to
safely reduce
leaves and
other
flammable
materials that accumulate during
periods of fire suppression.
Dormant season burns are less
likely to damage canopy trees and
adjacent property than burns
conducted during the spring and
summer. However, winter burns
do not completely kill young
hardwoods and they promote
resprouting from the base of each
plant’s stem. Repeated burns
conducted during the growing
season eventually kill hardwood
7

Table 2. Fire Prescriptions for Specific North Carolina Wildlife Species
Species

Fire Frequency
(Years)

White-tailed deer
Northern bobwhite **
Wild turkey
Grassland songbirds **
Shrubland songbirds
Eastern cottontail
Small mammals
Reptiles **
Amphibians
Butterflies **

3-5
1-3
2-5
2-3
3-5
3-5
1-5
1-5
3-50
1-3

Purpose

Concerns

Improve browse production and nutrition
Improve nesting and feeding cover; increase food
Improve nesting and feeding cover; increase food
Improve nesting and feeding cover; increase food
Improve nesting and feeding cover; increase food
Improve food and cover
Improve food and cover
Improve habitat
Improve habitat
Increase diversity of wildflowers (nectar sources)

Fawns
Nests *
Nests
Nests *
Nests *
Nests *
Slow-moving animals
Slow-moving animals
Slow-moving animals
None

* Leave unburned spots for nest sites and places to escape from predators.
** Animals that may prefer habitat conditions created by growing season burns.

Pine forests burned
every 1 to 3 years
during the growing
season generally have
a variety of
wildflowers. (T.
Sharpe)

stems, allowing a diversity of
grasses, herbs, and wildflowers to
develop. These herbaceous plants
typically are more valuable to
wildlife than the hardwood
sprouts. One or more winter
burns may be required to reduce
fuel loads before conducting a
growing season burn.
Dormant season and growing
season burns affect wildlife
habitat differently. Which type of
fire you use depends upon which
species of wildlife you favor (Table
2). Forests burned every 1 to 3
years and forests burned during
the growing season tend to have a
more open canopy with more
grasses and forbs growing on the
forest floor. Less frequently

Forests burned every
3 to 5 years in the
winter have a dense
woody understory
beneficial to shrubnesting songbirds. (R.
Braham)

burned forests, especially those
burned only in the winter,
generally develop a dense
understory several years following
a fire. Within about 5 to 8 years
after a prescribed burn, hardwood
sprouts or saplings may become
too tall to practically control with
fire; in such cases, special
measures (e.g., rollerchopping or
herbicides) may be used along
with fire to improve the quality of
the forest for various wildlife.
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How to Burn
Before initiating a prescribed
burn, you must develop a burn
plan. For the best results, your
prescribed burn plan should be
part of your overall forest and
wildlife management plan (see
Enrolling in North Carolina’s Forest
Stewardship Program, Woodland
Owner Note-23). A consulting
forester, a North Carolina Wildlife
Resources Commission biologist,
or a North Carolina Division of
Forest Resources (N.C. DFR)
forester can answer questions
about prescribed burning or help
you develop a management and
burn plan. Burn plans include:
•
•
•

•

The objectives and desired
outcomes of the burn.
A description of potential
hazards near the burn area.
Desired range of
environmental and weather
conditions at the time of the
burn.
Equipment and manpower
necessary to complete the
burn.

First, obtain a burn permit from
the N.C. DFR. Then notify the
N.C. DFR, the local fire
department, and neighbors to let
them know that you will conduct
a prescribed burn on your
property. Before burning, you
must create firebreaks around the
proposed burn area. Firebreaks
can be created by pulling a plow,
disk, or rake behind a tractor or
ATV. Firebreaks for small areas can
be raked by hand or cleared of
debris with leaf blowers. Roads
and streams also can serve as
firebreaks.
Many types of fires could be
prescribed for a property,
including a head fire, a backing
fire, or a flanking fire. The least
intense type of prescribed fire is
called a backing fire. In a backing
North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service

fire, the fire typically is ignited
with a drip torch and set
along the
downwind
side of the
area to be
burned. The
fire then
slowly creeps
into the wind,
burning leaves and
other small matter on the
forest floor. A head fire has
the wind at its back, and a
flanking fire is ignited
in a line
perpendicular
to the direction of the
wind. The
intensity of a
fire can be
increased in a
controlled manner by
igniting parallel strips of
fire about 20 yards apart. In this
strip head fire, the
downwind line of
fire will briefly
intensify
as the new
upwind
ignition
strip quickly
moves toward
it before the two
meet. Remember to
never completely ring an area
with an intense, fast-moving fire
because the fire could become too
intense and not leave escape
pathways for wildlife.
You should police a recently
burned stand for smoldering
stumps, downed logs, or places
where the fire might cross the
fireline. Diligence is needed to
prevent fire escape. Keep checking
until no danger of fire escape or
smoke damage remains. A
postburn evaluation of the area
should help assess whether the
fire achieved the goals in your
burn plan.

a) Backing Fire

b) Strip Head Fire

c) Intense Ring Fire

There are several
types of prescribed
fires: (a) backing
fires are lit on the
downwind edge of
the stand and burn
very slowly; (b) strip
head fires are set at
varying distances
apart depending on
burning conditions
and the desired flame
intensity; (c) intense
ring fires with fastmoving flames leave
no escape pathway
for wildlife.
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Wildlife Considerations

You should spread
burning activities
across your
forestland in any
year, leaving newly
burned stands
adjacent to stands
that have not been
burned in 1, 2, or 3
years. Small
unburned islands of
blackberry brambles
or fruit- and nutproducing
hardwoods should
be left throughout
larger burned areas.

Habitat Diversity—If the primary
objective of a prescribed burn is
to improve wildlife habitat
quality, special considerations
might be made to improve
conditions in and around the
burned area for wildlife. If a forest
has not been burned for more
than 5 years, large burns might be
needed to quickly restore habitat
over a large area. Long absences
of fire may require a dormant
season burn to reduce flammable
material before growing season
burns can begin. Ideally, once
quality ground cover is present,
unburned islands of 1 to 2 acres
should be left throughout larger
burned areas, leaving nesting
sites, alternative food sources, and
protective cover for wildlife.
These unburned islands
preferably would contain patches
of blackberry, native fruitproducing shrubs, or scattered
nut-producing hardwoods like
oaks and hickories. Interestingly,
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burning the same block every
year often produces a very diverse
ground cover interspersed with
unburned islands because light,
patchy fuels lead to spotty burns.
If this is the case, protection of
unburned islands may be less
important.
Once areas have been burned
sufficiently to restore habitat
quality, prescribed fires can be
conducted in smaller, 10- to 20acre blocks. In this case, you
should spread burning activities
across your forestland in any year,
leaving newly burned stands
adjacent to stands that have not
been burned in 1, 2, or 3 years.
This approach provides nesting,
feeding, and hiding habitat for a
range of wildlife species and
generally increases the number of
animals that a forest can support.
Dead Wood—Dead wood on
the ground, also known as coarse
woody debris, provides an
important source of food and
shelter for mice, shrews, lizards,
small snakes, salamanders, and
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inches in diameter per acre, but
the more snags the better. To
protect snags and large fallen logs
from fire damage, rake leaves and
other material away from them
before a burn. Snags near the edge
of the burn area can fall over
firebreaks during or after a burn,
so consider removing them before
beginning a prescribed burn.
Burning in Upland Hardwood
Stands

Standing dead trees,
called snags, provide
habitat for birds like
this red-headed
woodpecker and
many other wildlife
species. (L. Thomas)

many invertebrates. Smalldiameter woody debris often is
consumed during a prescribed
fire, but the large fallen logs,
which are most important as
wildlife habitat, generally remain
intact following a burn.
Standing dead trees, called
snags, provide critical nesting,
feeding, and resting habitat for
over 100 wildlife species in North
Carolina, including about 40
birds. The manner in which fire
affects snags is complex. During a
prescribed burn, fire often burns
into the heartwood, causing snags
to fall. Although these newly
downed logs are beneficial to
other wildlife, they no longer are
usable by cavity-nesting birds and
bats. High-intensity prescribed
fires may kill live trees, thereby
increasing the number of snags in
a forest. Additionally, less intense
prescribed fires may scar the base
of trees, especially hardwoods,
creating an entry point for insects
and disease and leading to
eventual death of the tree. It is
generally desirable to have at least
two large snags more than 10
North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service

Typically, prescribed burning is
conducted in pine-dominated
forests. Many types of pines,
including longleaf, Tablemountain, loblolly, and pond
pine, are adapted to fire and can
survive relatively intense flames.
However, conducting a prescribed
burn in hardwood forests is not
out of the question. Just as is the
case in pine stands, fire has a long
history in North Carolina’s
hardwood forests. South-facing
slopes and other dry sites in the
southern Appalachians likely
burned at least every 10 years and
often were characterized by open
stands of oak with well-developed
grass and herbaceous ground
cover. The fact that bison and elk,
which needed the fire-maintained
grass layer for grazing, once lived
in western North Carolina is
further evidence of frequent fire.
Many of the same benefits

An oak woodland,
like this one in
Tennessee, can be
created using lowintensity, annual
prescribed burns. (R.
Evans, University of
Tennessee
Agricultural
Experiment Station)
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achieved by burning pine forests
may be gained by burning
hardwood stands every 3 to 10
years. They include:
•

•

•
•
•

Midstory reduction and
increased ground and shrub
cover.
Removal of leaf litter,
allowing valuable native
grasses and herbs to grow.
Improved quality and
quantity of deer browse.
Increased fruit and acorn
production.
Possible increase in the
number and vigor of oak
seedlings in the forest
understory.

However, mature hardwood
trees, especially species with thin
bark, such as tulip poplar, water
oak, willow oak, red maple, and
American beech, may be damaged
or killed if a fire becomes too hot.
The other oaks and most
hickories are more fire resistant.
You should weigh the risk of
losing valuable trees against the
habitat improvements associated
with fire in hardwood stands.
Burning in Carolina Bays,
Pocosins, and other Southeastern Wetlands
Fire, along with saturated soils or
prolonged flooding, aids in the
control of vegetation in many
coastal plain wetlands.
Historically, fire that started in
the surrounding uplands crept
down into wetlands, especially
during dry periods. These
frequent fires once maintained
vast areas of switchcane, called
canebrakes, in wetland areas
throughout the South. The
canebrakes provided habitat for a
diversity of wildlife, and many
animal species still use remnant
patches of switchcane. More
recently, however, firebreaks
12

typically are plowed around the
edges of southern wetlands,
thereby altering the unique plant
community along this boundary
and preventing fire from entering
the wetland. Without fire, trees
and shrubs in bays and other
isolated wetlands become dense
and eventually the canopy closes.
Herbaceous cover, which is
favored by many species of
amphibians and reptiles, is
shaded out, and permanent
drying of the wetlands may occur.
It is thought that herb bogs
historically burned every 2 to 8
years, whereas shrub bogs or
pocosins likely were maintained
by more intense and less frequent
fires every 8 to 20 years. Animals
like the pine barrens treefrog and
the bog turtle depend on the herb
bog habitats maintained by fire,
and may become increasingly rare

This periodically
burned cypress
savanna in eastern
North Carolina likely
resembles the burned
wetlands of the past.
(C. Moorman)

Swainson’s warblers
often nest in
switchcane, especially
in the remnant
canebrakes that once
were maintained by
periodic fires. (C.
Moorman)
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songbirds, bobwhite quail,
small mammals, and
butterflies, including some of
our rarest species.
How to Get Help

Bog turtles favor herb
bogs maintained by
periodic burning.
(N.C. Wildlife
Resources
Commission file
photo)

as the use of fire declines.
The intense fires that burn
pocosins often consume the
organic soil to varying depths,
which results in a variety of
micro-habitats following the fire.
This habitat diversity yields
protective shrub cover important
to black bears, while maintaining
some open areas for other wildlife
species. Caution should be used
when burning pocosin vegetation
because it can be the most
explosive of all southern fuels.
Always consult a professional
before burning these areas.
Burning in Grasslands and Old
Fields

Although relatively inexpensive,
burning does cost money and can
be a daunting task for an
inexperienced landowner. A
number of precautions must be
taken before initiating a
prescribed fire, and much
planning and preparation are
required to implement a burn.
Burners must consider adjacent
land uses; the location of nearby
highways, schools, and hospitals;
and the weather forecast.
Inexperienced landowners always
should seek professional
assistance before conducting a
burn. Financial assistance for
prescribed burns, including the
creation of firebreaks, may be
available through programs
offered by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture-Natural Resources
Conservation Service or the N.C.
DFR. Each N.C. DFR district office
has a list of local contractors who
perform prescribed burns.

Be sure to contact a
forester or a local
contractor for
assistance with any
prescribed burn.
(N.C. Wildlife
Resources
Commission file
photo)

Early explorers reported many
prairie-like openings in the
piedmont of North Carolina. No
such openings exist today, but
experimental restoration is being
tried on a few small sites.
However, grassland or old fields
can be maintained and enhanced
by periodic burning. Benefits
include:
•
•
•

•

Reduced growth of competing
brush.
Increased palatability of
grasses.
Increased plant and insect
diversity, including an
increase in wildflowers.
Increased habitat for grassland
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Become a Certified Burner
The North Carolina Prescribed Burn
Act, which was passed in 1999,
limits burner liability from smoke
resulting from a prescribed burn,
provided the proper procedures
and requirements are followed. To
qualify, burners must complete a
certified prescribed burning
program administered by the N.C.
DFR, obtain a valid burning
permit, and notify nearby
residents and businesses of the
pending burn. Landowners
burning 50 acres or less of their
own land qualify for the reduced
liability without attending a
training session, provided they
follow the same high standards of
burning and have a burn plan
completed by a certified burner.
Contact the N.C. DFR for
information on becoming a
certified burner.

R8-TP11. It is available for
$1.62 by writing to the
National Interagency Fire
Center, Attention Great Basin
Cache, 3833 S. Development
Ave., Boise, ID 83705. It is
also online at www.nwcg.gov.
•

A Working Forest: A
landowner’s guide for growing
longleaf pine in the Carolina
Sandhills. It is available for $3
by writing to the Sandhills
Area Land Trust, P. O. Box
1032, Southern Pines, NC
28388.

Additional Resource Materials
For more information, request the
following Woodland Owner Notes
(WON) or agricultural (AG)
publications from your local
Cooperative Extension Service
Center. Some are also available on
the Internet at http://
www.ces.ncsu.edu/nreos/forest/.
• Enrolling in North Carolina’s
Forest Stewardship Program,
WON-23
• Wildlife and Forest Stewardship,
WON-27
• Management by Objectives:
Successful Forest Planning,
WON-32
• Developing Wildlife-Friendly
Pine Plantations, WON-38
• Wildlife and Prescribed Burning,
AG-457
Here are some additional sources
of information:
• A Guide for Prescribed Fire in
Southern Forests, USDA Forest
Service Technical Publication
14
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